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Through 52 fun, customizable crafts activities, Craft Lab for Kids promotes creativity and hands-
on making for kids age 8 and up.

About the AuthorPainter, illustrator, and graphic designer Stephanie Corfee is the author of
several books on art and illustration, including Paint Lab for Kids, Fashion Design Workshop,
Creative Doodling & Beyond, and Creative Illustration & Beyond. She has licensed her artwork
for use on home goods, wall decor, apparel, and other products to such clients as Lil Blue Boo,
Oopsy Daisy, and Target, and sells commissioned artwork, prints of her illustrations, and one-of-
a-kind accessories online. Stephanie also offers tutorials, downloads, and online workshops on
her website/blog, StephanieCorfee.com. She lives outside of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.--This
text refers to the paperback edition.
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INTRODUCTIONLearn the basics of classic handicrafts with a twist, like wall weaving,
embroidery (on canvas sneakers!), and God’s Eyes. Be amazed by projects that seem almost
like magic! Photo-Transfer Memory Boxes, Homemade Bath Bombs, and T-Shirt “Yarn” Braided
Lanyards will delight and surprise.This book provides a creative outlet for your body and soul.
The “Crafting with Kindness” section will warm your heart as you use your hands. The section on
self-care crafts focuses on projects that will relax your body and give you some “me time.” And
then, of course, there is a section titled “Kids Just Wanna Have Fun.” This part of the book is



made for a good time. Make Photo Backdrops for a party, Wonderful Wands, and even Travel Tic-
Tac-Toe!Want to be crafty with limited time? Try one of the 15-Minute Makes, such as T-Shirt
Tote Bags, Artsy Desktop Dry Erase Boards, or Easy Fringed Leather Keyrings. Instant
gratification can be fun sometimes! Then on a rainy day full of movies on the couch, you can
tackle one of the lengthier projects in the book. The Homemade Rainbow Piñata, No-Sew
Fringed Pet Blankets, and Mini Cross-Stitch Zipper Pulls are all perfect choices to work on for a
whole afternoon.So try your hand and challenge your abilities. You’ll be amazed by what you can
do and inspired to grow in your creativity.T-Shirt Tote BagsArtsy Desktop Dry Erase BoardEasy
Fringed Leather Keyring

ESSENTIAL TOOLS & MATERIALSARTS & CRAFTS STORE SUPPLIESCraft paints, brushes,
permanent markers, and paper are a good start when it comes to basic supplies. Add some
extras like yarn, embroidery supplies, double-sided tape, glue sticks, decoupage medium,
superglue, fabric dye, and pipe cleaners to expand your toolbox. Finally, you’ll need a few more
unique items from the crafts section, like shrink film, polymer clay, armature wire, and leather
scraps to complete the projects in this book.Arts and crafts suppliesITEMS TO UPCYCLE OR
RECYCLEOnce you begin to craft, you will see the world with new eyes. Everything suddenly
looks like a craft opportunity. So start saving things like old sweaters, jeans, and even shoes that
are past their prime. You can give them a second life with a little creativity. Empty jars and bottles
and worn leather goods like bags and belts can also be reimagined. Even found objects like
pebbles, branches, and backyard leaves and flowers can turn into a fun craft if you just have the
vision to see it.Items for upcycling or recyclingKITCHEN AND HOUSEHOLD ITEMSLots of
useful homemade projects start in the kitchen or household cupboards. You likely have many of
the things you need already on hand. Keep an eye out for baking soda, white sugar, coconut oil,
food coloring, and gelatin. Shaving cream and essential oils also come in handy. Office supplies
like thumbtacks, paperclips, and a hole punch are all excellent for crafting too!Kitchen and
household itemsPROJECT-SPECIFIC SUPPLIESFinally, there are specialized supplies required
for a few of the projects in this book. It’s not likely that jewelry findings, eye hooks, 1/4-in. (6 mm)
dowels, guitar picks, and citric acid are just sitting on the shelf in most closets. Take a look at the
materials list for your project in advance to see if a trip to the store is needed before you
begin.PREPPING FOR SUCCESSFor kids: Before you begin a project, gather all the supplies
you’ll need and protect your workspace with newspaper or a drop cloth if necessary. It’s far more
enjoyable to complete a project without constantly running to fetch items you need as you go
along. It’s also much nicer to clean up afterward if your mess is contained.For adults: If the
project will be completed by multiple kids or kids of different ages, be sure to read instructions
ahead of time and note the “Little Hands” adaptations included with some of the more complex
projects. Many projects also include additional tips or suggestions to change, personalize, and
modify the craft. With these extra instructions, almost anyone will be able to enjoy each project in
their own way.



Spruce Up Your StuffOne great aspect of crafting is reimagining things we already own. Skip the
store when you want something new! Instead, look around the house for items that only need a
little facelift to be fabulous. Embellish some plain-Jane shoes. Turn blank notecards into
showstoppers with paint marbling. Decoupage some glassware that was destined for the recycle
bin. Once you’ve opened your eyes to the concept of reinvention and upcycling, you’ll be excited
to “treasure hunt” for items that need a makeover. No tattered bag or boring tee will be safe from
your savvy creativity. You’re the generation that champions sustainability and aims to create less
waste in the world. It’s a lesson worth sharing with everyone!SECRET BOOKHIDING
SPOTUpcycle an old and tattered book into a secret place to stash your stuff. Put your math and
measuring skills to work to replace book pages with cardboard edges to conceal savings,
special mementos, notes, or other cherished items. Once your project is complete, tuck it on the
shelf amongst other books, and nobody will suspect a thing!This project is best suited for older
kids or younger kids who have help from an adult.MATERIALS Old hardback book Ruler or tape
measure Scissors or razor cutting tool Sturdy scrap cardboard (like from a clean pizza box)
Pencil Hot glue gun Glue stick Felt1. Measure the length from the bottom spine of the book all
the way around to the top spine of the book to get a length measurement (fig. 1). Also measure
the thickness of the book pages to get a width measurement. Write them down.Fig. 1: Measure
the book pages’ length and width.2. Use the edge of a pair of scissors or a razor cutting tool
(with adult help) to cut the front and back book endpapers along the spine and release the book
pages from the hard cover and spine (fig. 2).Fig. 2: Separate the cover from the book pages.3.
Using the length and width measurements from step 1, cut two strips of cardboard (fig. 3). Add
1/2" (1 cm) to the width measurement before cutting. Keep the length the same. Once the strips
are cut, measure and mark a pencil line 1/2" (1 cm) away from the long edge.Fig. 3: Measure
and cut the cardboard strips.4. Press in with a sharp pencil or pen along the pencil line to score
the cardboard strips. Crease the cardboard along the line to create a flat flange for gluing the
strips to the book cover (fig. 4). Do this for both strips.Fig. 4: Fold the cardboard strip.5. Hold the
cardboard strip along the book edge. Mark the corner with pencil line (fig. 5). You will repeat this
step for the top corner and second strip of cardboard as well.Fig. 5: Mark the corners.6. Cut
triangles out of the flange (the 1/2" [1 cm] segment of the strip) at each corner mark (fig. 6). This
allows them to be folded to create the walls of the book box.Fig. 6: Snip triangles from the flange
to make corners.7. Use hot glue or another fast-hold adhesive to attach the cardboard walls to
the front cover of the book, very close to the edge. Repeat to attach the cardboard walls to the
back cover of the book. Attach this strip just a slight 1/16" (1.6 mm) or so further from the book
edge than you did on the front cover (fig. 7).Fig. 7: Hot glue the cardboard walls to the book front
and back.8. Glue a piece of felt to the inside of your book box to conceal all cardboard edges
and complete your hiding spot (fig. 8).Fig. 8: Add the felt lining.HAND-EMBROIDEREDCANVAS
SNEAKERSTurn boring or tattered canvas shoes into works of art with visible mending that is as
beautiful as it is useful. This project uses very simple stitching patterns inspired by sashiko,
which means “little stabs.” Rows and rows of repetitive stitches in basic patterns are the hallmark



of this technique, which is traditionally used to patch worn clothing in a way that is lovely to the
eye. The more stitches, the better! Plentiful stitches equal a more dynamic and intricate finished
masterpiece for your feet!MATERIALS Fabric scraps Scissors Canvas shoes Fabric glue
Embroidery needle Embroidery floss (various colors) Thimble (optional)Teachable MomentThe
sashiko stitching technique has been around for a long time. It was born out of necessity at a
time when cloth was scarce and valued. It offers a beautiful way to conserve resources and save
worn items rather than throw them away.1. Cut shapes from fabric scraps and position them on
the shoes as you would do with a paper collage (fig. 1).Fig. 1: Arrange the fabric scraps.2. Use
fabric glue sparingly to tack the scraps into place before you begin stitching (fig. 2). Allow to dry.
Note: Don’t place any designs deep into the toe box of the shoe. It will be difficult to maneuver
your needle in that small space.Fig. 2: Glue down the scraps.3. Create a stitch pattern that
follows or accentuates the shape of one of your scrap patches (fig. 3). In this case, single
stitches radiate outward all around the circle scrap. (Use a thimble if you have a hard time
pushing the needle through the canvas.)Fig. 3: Stitch the first colors and main design.4. Knot the
floss on the inside of the shoe each time you finish with a color (fig. 4). Trim the tails close to the
knot.Fig. 4: Knot the floss tails.5. Use a second color of floss to create a new stitch pattern
across the scraps (fig. 5). In this case, rows of short stitches are overlapped across the fabric
scraps, existing stitches, and shoe canvas.Fig. 5: Add a new stitch color and design.6. Use a
final stitch color and design (fig. 6). In this case, white floss is used to scatter little cross designs
across the fabric scraps, existing stitches, and shoe canvas. The small crisscross designs are a
popular choice that add lots of personality.Fig. 6: Stitch the final color and design.LITTLE
HANDSThis project is definitely best for older kids, but little ones can still participate! Have them
practice colorful stitches on scrap fabric and simply attach with fabric
glue.DECOUPAGEBOTTLE VASEYou’ll never look at a glass jar or bottle the same again once
you see what they can become! A little colored tissue paper can transform bottles destined for
the recycling bin into adorable, colorful vessels to hold flowers, pens, coins, and more. Keep on
the lookout for patterned or foil-accented tissue papers to add into your project to get a real wow
factor!MATERIALS Glass jars and bottles (wide-mouth containers are the most versatile)
Nonabrasive scrubbing sponge Colored and patterned tissue paper Scissors White glue or
decoupage medium (if using glue, mix 3 parts glue with 1 part water) Paintbrush1. Soak the
glass vessels in a sink of warm, soapy water to help remove residue and loosen labels (fig. 1).
Use a nonabrasive scrubbing sponge to tackle stubborn bits of label adhesive.Fig. 1: Wash the
glassware and remove any labels.2. Cut tissue paper into strips or any shape you prefer (fig.
2).Fig. 2: Cut the tissue paper into strips.3. Begin brushing decoupage medium onto the jar,
starting at the bottom (fig. 3). This way, it will be dry enough to place on a table by the time you
finish gluing. Work in small areas at a time to prevent the medium from drying before you get to
it.Fig. 3: Brush the decoupage medium onto the jar.4. Add the tissue paper strips to the jar (fig.
4). Overlap them to create interesting texture and color blending that make the finished project
so beautiful.Fig. 4: Layer on the tissue strips.5. Alternate adding new strips and coating the strips



already applied as you go (fig. 5). The idea is to glue the strips down and coat them with the
medium thoroughly by the time the jar is complete.Fig. 5: Coat the tissue with more decoupage
medium.6. The neck of your jar will likely have grooves that held the lid on. Use the side of the
brush to gently coax the tissue into these areas with a generous amount of medium and a light
hand so the tissue doesn’t tear (fig. 6).Fig. 6: Work the tissue into any crevices.NOW TRY THIS!
Experiment with different color combinations! An ombré jar with navy tissue near the bottom,
medium blue in the middle, and light blue at the top would be beautiful and beachy! Or try a
rainbow. Cut circles from tissue paper and play with layering them on like confetti.STENCILED
AND STAMPEDGRAPHIC TEESYou can mimic the look and feel of a screen-printed tee with
soft fabric paint and simple supplies. Try using blue painter’s tape to create cool reversed
graphics. Or try making homemade stamps with adhesive-back foam sheets from the craft store
and scrap cardboard. Once you get started, you won’t be able to stop!MATERIALS Blank T-
shirts Blue painter’s tape Scissors Foam stamps or stencil brushes Soft fabric paint Adhesive
foam sheets Corrugated cardboard• One piece (approximately 10 × 12" [25.5 × 30.5 cm]) to
place inside the shirt while painting to prevent bleed through and give a firm surface for applying
the paint• One piece to cut up and use as backing for the homemade foam stamps Foam
brushTAPE-STENCILED TEES1. Tape off a shape on the T-shirt front (fig. 1) with painter’s tape.
You can try a square, star, or other simple design.Fig. 1: Make a painter’s tape outline on the
shirt.2. Cut shapes from the tape that will be masked out during the painting process and retain
the color of your shirt (fig. 2).Fig. 2: Cut shapes from the painter’s tape.3. Complete your cutout
designs and place them inside the taped off border (fig. 3). Be sure that all the edges are
pressed down well to avoid paint seeping under the tape.Fig. 3: Complete your tape art and
press down the tape edges firmly.4. Load a foam stamp with soft fabric paint and press the color
onto the tee inside the border (fig. 4). Use a bouncing motion and do not rub the brush side to
side, which may force paint under tape edges.Fig. 4: Stamp paint inside the border.5. Once the
paint is tacky/mostly dry, carefully lift off the masking tape to reveal your graphic (fig. 5)!Fig. 5:
Remove the tape to reveal your design.NOW TRY THIS!• Try the reverse stencil/masking
technique without the taped border to achieve a more freestyle edge on your design.• Cut letters
from the foam sheets and spell out words on your tees!STAMPED TEES1. Cut a simple shape
from an adhesive foam sheet and remove the backing (fig. 1).
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K. Chan, “Good Variety of Activities for Kids and Tweens. The Craft Lab for Kids: 52 DIY Projects
is a great craft book for kids 8 and up. The crafts vary in difficulty, with many being easy enough
for older kids to complete on their own. The activities are well laid out with clear instructions,
photos demonstrating steps when needed, and "Now Try This" suggestions to make variations
on crafts, in case you wanted to add a few embellishments or wanted to try something a little bit
"extra". The book is broken up into seven chapters including:1. Spruce Up Your Stuff -
Repurposing household items2. Express Yourself - Customizing items to wear, carry, or to store
things in3. Take Care of Yourself - Bath and Personal Care Crafts4. Kids Just Wanna Have Fun -
Party decor ideas5. Classic Crafts with a Twist - Variations on items like lanyards, zipper pulls,
and pressed flowers.6. 15 Minute Makes - Quick crafts that take little time7. Crafting with
Kindness - Crafts you can gift to others, including petsThe crafts included didn't require any
difficult to find items and for the most part, could be easily completed in a single afternoon. The
kids enjoyed the variety and while there wasn't anything that was particularly new or
revolutionary in the book, it was variations and layouts were appealing enough for the kids visit
the book several times. Overall, this is a good book if you're looking for something crafting for
your kids to do that take a little effort, but results in something pretty cool.”

Beauty in the Binding, “Craft Lab for Kids. I ordered Craft Lab for Kids by Stephanie Corfee to
add some art/crafting fun into our homeschool curriculum. The kiddos enjoyed looking through
the book and pointing out projects they would like to try. We have done the marbled paper using
shaving cream and food coloring and it turned out beautifully! Other projects on our to-do list:
gumball tambourine, lollipop blooms, fizzy bath bombs, and jiggly soap.The Craft Lab for Kids
presents a nice variety of crafts. It is helpful that the project’s steps are laid out clearly and each
step is accompanied by a photo. Most of these craft projects require either adult supervision/
participation or could only be done by an older child. I like that these projects require time and
hands-on attention by the parent as it presents opportunities for fun, artistic expression, family
conversation, and bonding.Overall, I like Craft Lab for Kids by Stephanie Corfee. There are a
handful of projects in the book that we are not interested in, but most look like they will be really
fun.Disclosure of Material Connection: I received this product via the Amazon Vine program. All
opinions in this review are my own.”

Lupine Smile, “Crafting Book Would Make The Perfect Gift. Quarry Books and NetGalley
provided me with an electronic copy of Craft Lab for Kids: 52 DIY Projects to Inspire, Excite, and
Empower Kids to Create Useful, Beautiful Handmade Goods. I was under no obligation to
review this craft book and my opinion is freely given.After a short introduction and a list of
essential tools or materials, the book goes right into crafting. The pages are very colorful and
the step-by-step instructions will be easy for children to follow. Some of the crafts require



supervision, but there is enough here that children can do on their own that makes the book
worthwhile.The different sections are listed below with the standout crafts in each.Spruce Up
Your Stuff (reimagining things kids already own): Patchwork Guitar or Ukulele Strap; Marbled
Paper NotecardsExpress Yourself: Dip-Dyed Canvas Backpack; Hidden-Meaning Fabric Scrap
BraceletTake Care of You: Fizzy Bath Bombs; DIY Stress BallsKids Just Wanna Have Fun: Party
Poppers; Wonderful WandsClassic Crafts With A Twist: T-Shirt "Yarn" Braided Lanyards;
Pressed Flower Stickers15-Minute Makes: T-Shirt Tote BagsCrafting With Kindness: No-Sew
Fringed Pet Blankets; Apple Backyard Bird feederOverall, Craft Lab for Kids is a great crafting
book, which would make a perfect gift for kids.”

Jane M., “Great resource. If you are looking for crafts for kids, check out Craft Lab for Kids by
Stephanie Corfee. Parents, teachers, librarians, and youth workers are always looking for new
ideas for activities to do with kids. Craft Lab for Kids has over 50 craft ideas that would work well
in a home or organized youth activity situation. Some of the projects are easy and require
materials readily available. Other projects are a little harder and require more specialized
materials.While I have not yet made any of the crafts, the instructions appear to be easy to
understand and the photographs which illustrate the book help readers create the crafts.Craft
Lab for Kids would be a great addition to the craft section of a k-12 Christian school library.I
received a complimentary copy of Craft Lab for Kids.  This is my honest review.”

MilsapLuver29, “Brings Back Memories. Some of the crafts in this book bring back menories of
my elementary school art class. It was one of my favorites. This book includes some classic
crafts that I also made there such as the wall weaving, the bottle vase, and the mini God's
eyes.Even though this is for kids, adults and people of any age can have fun making some of the
things in this book. The full color illustrations show you exactly what you are to be doing and
what your project's progress is supposed to look like. Even better it uses recycled and upcycled
materials too, so you are helping the environment and your/your parents' budget too! Making
high quality, fun crafts projects and getting creative should not always have to be expensive.This
would be good for doing projects for scouts, church or school too.  Thumbs up.”

The book by Stephanie Corfee has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 39 people have provided feedback.
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